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Abstract: As an essential load of the concrete dam, the abnormal change of uplift pressure directly
threatens the safety and stability of the concrete dam. Therefore, it is of great significance to accurately
and efficiently excavate the hidden information of the uplift pressure monitoring data to clarify
the safety state of the concrete dam. Therefore, in this paper, density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) method is used to intelligently identify the abnormal occurrence
point and abnormal stable stage in the monitoring data. Then, an application method of measured
uplift pressure is put forward to accurately reflect the spatial distribution and abnormal position
of uplift pressure in the dam foundation. It is easy to calculate and connect with the finite element
method through self-written software. Finally, the measured uplift pressure is applied to the finite
element model of the concrete dam. By comparing the structural behavior of the concrete dam under
the design and measured uplift pressure, the influence of abnormal uplift pressure on the safety state
of the concrete dam is clarified, which can guide the project operation. Taking a 98.5 m concrete arch
dam in western China as an example, the above analysis ideas and calculation methods have been
verified. The abnormal identification method and uplift pressure applying method can provide ideas
and tools for the structural diagnosis of a concrete dam.

Keywords: concrete dam; uplift pressure; anomaly identification; DBSCAN; structural diagnosis

1. Introduction

With the development of clean energy globally, the new site selection of water con-
servancy, hydropower, and pumped storage projects faces more complex terrain and
geological conditions. At the same time, existing projects are aging and constantly chal-
lenge the limit of traditional dam design experience and material safety [1]. Therefore, it is
of great significance to accurately and efficiently excavate the hidden information of the
uplift pressure monitoring data [2] and clarify the safety state of the concrete dam to reduce
the hidden dangers of reservoir dam engineering [3]. In 1959, the Malpasset arch dam in
France suffered dam failure due to the sliding of the dam shoulder under the high water
level, resulting in 421 deaths and property losses of 30 billion francs. Due to this, many
researchers and engineers should attach great importance to the uplift pressure of concrete
dams [4]. As an essential load of concrete dams, uplift pressure significantly influences the
stress, deformation, and stability of the concrete dam [5].

In the process of concrete dam design, uplift pressure statistical analysis is usually
carried out according to the existing dams, and the value and distribution of uplift pressure
are determined in combination with design experience [6]. However, due to the complex
distribution of cracks in the dam foundation and the concealment of seepage control
measures, the real value and distribution of the uplift pressure of the concrete dam are
affected by many factors, which are relatively different from the design. Rochon-Cyr
et al. [7] studied the influence mechanism of uplift pressure on a concrete gravity dam by
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model test, and they think the uplift pressures must be considered in the original design.
Especially for the concrete gravity dam with crack, the influence of uplift pressure on the
stress intensity factor and crack propagation angle was significant through the research
by Plizzari [8]. Pekau et al. [9], Alliard et al. [10], and Javanmardi et al. [11] analyzed the
variation of uplift pressure under an earthquake, which is very unfavorable to the stability
of the cracked dam. Mostafaei et al. [12] and Liu et al. [13] proved uplift pressure plays a
vital role in the stability analysis of dam abutment by the finite element method (FEM).
Furthermore, Ganji et al. [14] used the fluid-solid coupling method to analyze the safety
and stability of a gravity dam under uplift pressure. Chen et al. [15] discussed different
uplift pressure simulation methods, and the equivalent uplift pressure simulation method
is feasible under complex situations. Fu et al. [16] research the reason for the abnormal
uplift pressure of the Huaguangtan dam using the orehole video tests and numerical
simulation. As described in [17], the influence of uplift pressure on dam stress can exceed
30%, and the influence scope can exceed 20%. Excessive uplift pressure leads to instability
of underground structures [18]. Thus, practical uplift pressure should be applied when
analyzing concrete structures.

On the other hand, some scholars have studied the anomaly identification of uplift
pressure during the operation period of concrete dams, and the applicability of various
anomaly identification methods is compared [19]. The membership cloud method was
proposed for identifying abnormal data by Zhu et al. [20], and the uplift pressure mon-
itoring data of the Gongzui gravity dam is identified. Hu et al. [21] constructed a time
series anomaly identification method, combining dynamic time distortion and local outlier
factors, to find out the local uplift of the Xixi dam foundation. Then, Hu et al. [22] integrated
statistical analyses, inversion analyses, and field investigations to explain the causes of
sudden increases of uplift pressures. A hybrid prediction model and supervised learning
method, for outlier identification of dam monitoring data, were built by Park [23]. An
online robust identification method, combining robust statistics and confidence interval,
was established and applied to identify anomaly uplift pressure of the Tongjiezi Gravity
Dam by Li et al. [24]. Salazar et al. [25] detected abnormal values early by an enhanced
regression tree, applying to a 100 m high arch dam. Su et al. [26] used the density-based
spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) to identify and filter abnormal
values of monitoring equipment and reduce random errors. Cheng et al. [27] identified
abnormal uplift pressure data of the gravity dam by the kernel density estimation method.
Furthermore, Li et al. [28], Zhu et al. [29], and Granrut et al. [30] constructed intelligent
monitoring models to quickly and accurately predict the uplift pressure of the dam, realiz-
ing the early warning and forecast of uplift pressure. These abnormal identification models
of uplift pressure are mostly extended from the dam displacement model. Therefore, it
fails to conduct comprehensive and systematic research on the occurrence, application, and
influence of abnormal uplift pressure.

The studies mentioned above, on the influence mechanism and influence degree of
uplift pressure, are primarily based on design parameters. Aiming at the shortages existing
in the above research, this study will focus on the abnormal uplift pressure of concrete
dams during the operation period. A series of studies on the safety state of concrete dams
is carried out from anomaly identification, uplift pressure application method, structural
numerical simulation, and structural diagnosis. This study has essential scientific research
value and practical engineering significance for the safe operation of concrete structures.

2. Intelligent Anomaly Identification Model of Uplift Pressure
2.1. Principles of the DBSCAN

As a machine learning algorithm, the DBSCAN is an unsupervised intelligent cluster-
ing algorithm [31]. The DBSCAN can divide data with high density and irregular shape
into clusters, which is widely used in tracks [32], medical treatment [33], teaching [34],
modal identification [35], and other fields of anomaly identification and early diagnosis.
Compared with conventional clustering methods such as K-means, DBSCAN has many
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advantages, such as no need to specify the number of clusters in advance, being unaffected
by initial values, finding clusters with arbitrary shapes, and identifying noise points [36].

The DBSCAN algorithm starts from a selected core point and continuously expands
to the area with attainable density, to obtain a maximized area containing core points and
boundary points. The calculation flow is shown in Figure 1, and more detailed calculation
procedures can be found in the literature [31].
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2.2. Anomaly Identification Model of Uplift Pressure Based on DBSCAN

Through the above analysis about the advantages and disadvantages of the DBSCAN,
it can be known that the DBSCAN unsupervised clustering algorithm has good applica-
bility for the identification of abnormal uplift pressure data: 1© the abnormal occurrence
data of uplift pressure usually appear in the conversion process of different states. The
DBSCAN can precisely identify noise points between different clusters, which respond
well to the occurrence characteristics of abnormal monitoring data. 2© Given that the uplift
pressure is closely related to the reservoir water level, and it presents similar one-to-one
correspondence characteristics, the DBSCAN can identify classes with arbitrary shapes [37],
so it can precisely identify the monitoring data clustering of the uplift pressure in the
normal and the abnormally stable state. 3© For data with high-dimensional, uneven density
and large distance, the clustering effect of the DBSCAN will be worse. The above problems
have not occurred in uplift pressure monitoring data because of the reservoir operation
mode and monitoring method. Therefore, the anomaly identification model of the uplift
pressure proposed in this paper can use the advantages of the DBSCAN algorithm and
avoid its defects. This anomaly identification model has good applicability to the uplift
pressure, of which the calculation flow is shown in Figure 2.
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The calculation steps of the anomaly identification model of uplift pressure based on
DBSCAN are as follows:

(1) Normalizing the monitoring data of upstream water level and uplift pressure of the
concrete dam can fully reflect the monitoring data characteristics.

(2) The DBSCAN algorithm is used to identify monitoring points of the uplift pressure
one by one. According to the identification results, they are divided into normal and
abnormal monitoring points. Repeat this step until all monitoring points of the uplift
pressure have completed the anomaly identification.

(3) Monitoring points are divided into two major types according to quantity and spatial
distribution. One is individual or discontinuous distribution points, and another is
multiple and continuous distribution points.

(4) If an individual monitoring point is diagnosed as abnormal, or the spatial distribution
of the abnormal monitoring point is not continuous, operating personnel should focus
on checking whether the corresponding monitoring equipment is operating normally.
Based on the inspection results, operating personnel determine whether to carry out
the structural diagnosis of the concrete dam.

(5) If multiple monitoring points are diagnosed as abnormal, and the spatial distribution
of the abnormal monitoring points is relatively continuous, operating personnel
should focus on the changes in the structural behavior. The structural diagnosis is
carried out for the concrete dam under abnormal uplift pressure.

(6) According to the above analysis, we can clarify the abnormal conditions of uplift pres-
sure and its influence on the structural behavior, which can guide the later operation,
management, and maintenance of the concrete dam.

3. Measured Uplift Pressure Application Method and Software Development

For most concrete dams, when the abnormal uplift pressure is identified, the causes of
the abnormality should be identified as soon as possible. Meanwhile, the reservoir water
level should be reduced, and corresponding measures should be taken to eliminate hidden
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dangers in time. However, due to essential tasks of reservoirs, such as flood control, water
supply, power generation, and irrigation, some reservoirs cannot be stopped immediately
and thoroughly. Therefore, the scope and extent of the abnormal uplift pressure should be
clarified as soon as possible, and the safety of concrete dams should be evaluated accurately
and reasonably. Then, a more comprehensive and personalized treatment plan is advised,
which is of great significance to ensure the project’s safety and maximize the social benefits.
This research will adopt the FEM to analyze the concrete dam under the measured uplift
pressure, and the degree and scope of the influence of abnormal uplift pressure on the
stress and displacement of the dam body are clarified.

Before the FEM calculation, it is necessary to clarify the method of applying the uplift
pressure. However, there is still no unified understanding of applying the lifting pressure
in the FEM [17]. Table 1 shows the four mainstream methods of applying uplift pressure:

Table 1. Main methods of applying uplift pressure in FEM simulation.

Application Method Assumption Problems

Face force

Compared with the rock foundation with cracks and
joints, the permeability coefficient of concrete is several
small orders of magnitude. So the seepage pressure not
far from the concrete facing water surface will quickly

decay. The uplift pressure is mainly concentrated on the
concrete surface [38].

There is a gap between the assumption
that the concrete permeability coefficient

is minimal and the actual situation.

Body force

The concrete and rock mass are both water-permeable
materials. After the formation of stable seepage, the
infiltration line of the gravity dam body adopts the

uplift pressure distribution curve. The uplift pressure is
applied by using the submerged unit weight of the

concrete below the infiltration line [2].

The treatment with different unit weight
lacks a theoretical, which is not

applicable to arch dams [38].

Seepage field

The seepage field of the foundation is obtained in
advance, so the uplift pressure on the foundation

surface can be calculated to apply to the dam calculation
model [39]. The denser the distribution of equal

headlines on the impervious curtain and sliding surface,
the greater the seepage pressure [40].

The seepage field of the foundation-dam
should be calculated separately.

Fluid-solid coupling

Through clarifying the interaction mechanism between
seepage and stress field, the impervious curtain studies

the fluid-solid coupling mechanism of the
foundation-dam [41]. Through the FEM, the stress field,

displacement field [42], and seepage field [43] of the
foundation-dam can be obtained simultaneously.

Multi-field coupling calculation has a
large workload and complex

mechanism [44].

In a word, it can be seen that uplift pressure is applied by surface force if the dam body
is regarded as impervious material. The uplift pressure is applied by physical force if the
dam body is regarded as pervious material. Compared with the physical force, applying
uplift pressure in face force form will produce more significant tensile stress at the dam
heel, according to the previous calculation and analysis results [45]. Thus, the analysis of
the structural behavior of concrete dams is partially safe with the face force application
method [46]. At the same time, the measured uplift pressure data accurately reflects the
uplift pressure on the dam foundation surface, but it cannot reflect the overall seepage field
on the dam body and dam foundation. Therefore, the surface force application method is
used in this study, the measured value and distribution of uplift pressure can be applied to
the foundation surface.

Due to the influence of topography, the profile and thickness of the dam foundation at
different elevations of concrete dams are different. A limited number of monitoring points
cannot fully reflect the uplift pressure in the dam foundation with complex shape, so the
FEM cannot complete directly only using the measured uplift pressure data. Hence, an
application method of measured uplift pressure is proposed. Though fitting the foundation
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curve, positioning integration points, and numerical interpolation, a limited number of
measured uplift pressure are converted into uplift pressure values of each element in the
dam foundation. Through this method, the rapid conversion from original monitoring data
to numerical simulation boundary conditions is realized. The structural behavior of the
concrete dam, under design and measured uplift pressure, can be analyzed accurately and
quickly. The flow chart of the application method of measured uplift pressure is shown in
Figure 3.
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According to Figure 3, the calculation steps of the application method of measured
uplift pressure are as follows:

(1) All kinds of essential data are inputted, including the upstream water level, the
shape, and elevation of dam foundation surface, the coordinate of drainage pipe, the
coordinate of integration points of foundation surface in finite element model, and
other necessary data.

(2) Influenced by the actual topography, the foundation surface’s boundary and the
drainage pipe’s position line, formed by the intersection of the dam body and dam
foundation, are irregular. To facilitate the positioning calculation of integration points,
it is necessary to construct the fitting curve equation of the boundary and the position.
Through different projects, the quartic polynomial shows a better-fit effect to meet the
needs of subsequent calculation.

(3) Selecting an integration point of an element in the FEM model, the relationship
between the integration point and the water level is judged. If this integration point
is below the water level, the following calculation step is to proceed. Otherwise, the
uplift force of this integration point is set equal to zero.
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(4) The positional relationship between the integration point and the drainage pipe is
judged and divided into the upstream and the downstream integration point. Then, to
determine the position of the integration point in the cross-section, the inner normal
between the integration point and the foundation boundary is searched, of which the
slope, distance, and foot of a perpendicular are calculated. The same operation should
carry out for the integration point and the drainage pipe curve.

(5) According to the measured uplift pressure and the position of the integration point
in the cross-section, the uplift pressure at the integration point is calculated by
interpolation.

(6) The applying method judges whether all the current element’s integration points have
finished the uplift pressure calculation. If not, steps (2) to (5) are repeated.

(7) The applying method judges whether all FEM elements on the foundation surface
have completed uplift pressure calculation. If not, steps (2) to (6) are repeated.

(8) According to the interface requirements of the FEM, the measured uplift pressure of
each integration point is output. The uplift pressure is called when the FEM simulation
is carried out.

According to the above analysis, it can be seen that the application method of measured
uplift pressure includes a lot of data conversion, data fitting, loop computation, judgment
computation, and calculation. Thus, the manual calculation is time-consuming and prone to
errors. To facilitate the popularization and application of this applying method, researchers
and designers can quickly complete the application of the measured uplift pressure. The
visual application program of uplift pressure of concrete dam is compiled into the software.
The operation interface is shown in Figure 4. The software interface includes the shortcut
operation command area, parameter setting area, operation area, calculation process display
area, results index area, and data visualization area, enabling users to complete the uplift
pressure application quickly.
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In the numerical simulation of a concrete dam, the uplift pressure is an indispensable
load for a gravity dam; the uplift load should be considered in the design of a gravity arch
dam and medium-thick arch dam. For thin arch dams, uplift pressure accounts for a small
proportion of the total load because of the small area of the dam foundation, which can be
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neglected in the design process. As for the distribution of uplift pressure, it is generally
considered that uplift pressure will decrease after impervious curtain and drainage pipe,
and the drainage pipe is assumed as the reduction point. According to the experience of
many concrete dams in China, it is considered that the reduction coefficient at the drainage
pipe in the riverbed should be less than 0.2–0.3.

4. Case Study
4.1. Project Overview

A reservoir is located at the edge of the mountain range, with a controlled drainage
area of 362 km2. The reservoir area is a canyon topography, showing a Y shape. The satellite
map, contour map, and topographic map of the reservoir are shown in Figure 5a–c. The
reservoir is responsible for the water supply to nearby cities, with an average annual water
supply of 72.3 million m3. The water retaining structure is a roller compacted concrete arch
dam with double-curvature, of which the dam height is 98.5 m. The 12 m-wide crest outlet
is located in the middle of the dam, and the bottom outlet is arranged on the left and below
of the crest outlet. To analyze the structural safety state of the concrete arch dam, a 3D
FEM model considering the transverse joints, inducing joints, monitoring points, and weak
strength surface on the foundation is established, as shown in Figure 5d.
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Figure 5. Location of the concrete arch dam and its FEM model.

The FEM model includes the concrete arch dam body and the left and right abutment
mountains. Its foundation extends for 150 m to the upstream, downstream, both banks, and
the bottom of the dam foundation, respectively. The model adopts eight-node hexahedron
elements, with 14,590 elements for dam body, 8365 corresponding nodes, 102,938 elements
for foundation and 1,191,543 corresponding nodes. A fixed constraint is imposed on the
bottom of the model, and a normal constraint is imposed on the periphery of the model.
The main loading conditions include self-weight, water load, uplift pressure, temperature
load, and sediment pressure in the calculation process. The water load is applied to the
upstream face of the dam and the reservoir area by face force. In addition, contact elements
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are set between the blocks in the dam abutment and the mountains. ABAQUS software
is used for this numerical simulation. Material properties of the dam and foundation are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Material properties of the dam and foundation.

Density (kN/m3)
Modulus of Elasticity

(GPa)
Poisson

Ratio
Coefficient of Linear

Extensibility (/◦C)

Dam concrete 24 20 0.167 0.83 × 10−5

Foundation above 865 m elevation 27 10 0.27 1 × 10−5

Foundation below 865 m elevation 27 15 0.21 1 × 10−5

To master the change of uplift pressure in the dam foundation, a vertical section and
three cross-sections are laid out at the dam foundation using vibrating wire osmometers.
The vertical section of the uplift pressure monitoring points is arranged between the
curtain grouting and drainage pipe in the dam foundation. There are 13 osmometers
(P1–P13) arranged in the vertical section, which can directly observe the reduction of uplift
pressure behind the curtain. The 2# cross section, in the left quarter arch of the dam, has
3 osmometers (P1-1–P1-3), P2-1–P2-3 in 3# cross section in the arch crown, and P3-1–P3-3
in 4# cross section in the right quarter arch. The data collection method is automatic
acquisition and monitoring. The layout of uplift pressure monitoring points in this concrete
arch dam is shown in Figure 6.
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4.2. Anomaly Identification of Uplift Pressure

Firstly, the measured uplift pressure and the reservoir water level are normalized
from −1 to 1, and all monitoring points of uplift pressure are identified using the anomaly
identification model based on DBSCAN. This model identity that the P2-2 point has been
abnormal since March 2016, and several uplift pressure monitoring points have been
abnormal since 7 October 2017. These abnormal monitoring points include P2-2, P2-3, P2-4,
and P2-5 in Section 3# as well as P6, P7, and P8 in the vertical section. The other measuring
points are normal.

Taking the P2-3 monitoring point as an example, the anomaly identification results
of the uplift pressure based on the DBSCAN model are shown in Figure 7. Additionally,
6 abnormal occurrence points (noise points) from 7 October 2017 to 14 October 2017
and 4 abnormal occurrence points from 15 September 2019 to 19 September 2019 are
identified by the DBSCAN model. At the same time, the new cluster #5 - cluster #12 after
the abnormal occurrence points are identified as abnormal stabilization values of uplift
pressure. According to its P2-3 measuring process line, the abnormal occurrence points
approximate corresponds to the initial stage of the abnormal process, and cluster #5 - cluster
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#12 approximate corresponds to the stable stage of the abnormal process. The anomaly
identification results of other monitoring points are similar to those of P2-3.
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At the same time, based on the monitoring data of the P2-3 measuring point and the
upstream water level, local outlier factor and K-means are used to identify the anomaly of
uplift pressure monitoring data to compare with the DBSCAN. The identification results
of K-means are different from the actual uplift pressure anomaly, mainly because the
distribution distance between abnormal measured values and normal measured values
is close, so the clustering method based on distance alone cannot identify the occurrence
of abnormal uplift pressure. Otherwise, six abnormal uplift pressures were identified by
the local outlier factor, which is less than all abnormal uplift pressure monitoring data.
Therefore, the application effect of the anomaly identification model of uplift pressure,
based on DBSCAN, a Density-based clustering method, is good, identifying the abnormal
occurrence point and abnormal stabilization values. In addition, from the P2-3 measuring
curve, it can be seen that abnormal uplift pressure usually corresponds to the rapid growth
period of reservoir water level, so it is preliminarily speculated that the rapid growth of
reservoir water level is the main reason for abnormal uplift pressure.

To verify the accuracy of the anomaly identification result of the DBSCAN, the varia-
tion of the annual maximum reduction coefficient of uplift pressure monitoring points in
3# cross section and vertical section is statistically analyzed, as shown in Figure 8. It can
be seen that: 1© P2-1 point is located on the upstream side of the grouting curtain. Thus,
the measured value of the P2-1 point is approximately equal to the reservoir water level,
and the reduction factor is close to 1.0. 2© P2-2 point is located at the downstream side of
the grouting curtain. The smallest reduction factor of the P2-2 point was 0.30 in 2015, and
the reduction coefficient is more significant and above 0.80 after 2016. The reduction factor
of the P2-2 point exceeds the expected value for a long time, indicating that the grouting
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curtain nearby the P2-2 point may be destroyed. 3© The P2-3, P2-4, and P2-5 points are
located on the downstream side of the grouting curtain, and their reduction coefficients
have increased and shown abnormal operation since 2017. 4© The reduction coefficient of
P6, P7, and P8 points meet the expectation in 2015–2016 and increase significantly in 2017
–2020. 5© The reduction coefficient of other uplift pressure points in the vertical section
is stable at 0.2–0.3, which accords with the experience. Through the annual maximum
reduction coefficient analysis, the anomaly analysis results are consistent with those of
the anomaly identification model. The accuracy of anomaly identification of the DBSCAN
is verified. It is concluded that the anomaly uplift pressure occurred locally in 2016 and
developed in 2017, mainly in the dam section of the riverbed.
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To further verify the accuracy of the anomaly identification result of the DBSCAN,
SIR-4000 geological radar and 100 MHz shielding detection antenna are used for non-
destructive testing. Non-destructive testing of the dam foundation in the middle of the
riverbed is carried out in the corridor at the bottom of the dam body, and the testing result
is shown in Figure 9. At a depth of 7–15 m near the P2-4 monitoring point, the overall
continuity of the foundation is relatively poor, and the in-phase axis dislocation is intense.
There are apparent small-scale wave groups, and the local reflection wave appears as an
arc. The high frequency has a specific loss, and the low frequency is locally prominent. It is
speculated that the geological body here is not dense, and there may be cracks. Therefore,
the non-destructive testing results further verify the possibility of seepage failure in the
riverbed and the accuracy of anomaly identification model based on the DBSCAN.
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4.3. Abnormal Uplift Pressure Applied in the FEM Model

To analyze the safety state of the concrete arch dam in the worst case, the measured
uplift pressure, under a high water level, is selected as the load applied in the FEM model
of the arch dam. Therefore, the recent high reservoir water level of 876.51 m on 20 October
2020, is selected. The measured uplift pressure of the 3# cross section and vertical section is
shown in Figure 10, and the other measured uplift pressure is approaching normal.
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It can be seen, from Figure 10a, that the measured uplift pressure of each osmometer at
the bottom of the 3# section has exceeded the empirical value. The measured P6, P7, and P8
points show apparent abnormal phenomena, and the other measured points conform to the
empirical uplift pressure distribution law. According to all uplift pressure points, abnormal
uplift pressure mainly occurs in the riverbed. The uplift pressure of other dam sections
meets the empirical. In the FEM simulation, the larger value of measured uplift pressure
and experienced uplift pressure will be selected as uplift pressure load. The measured
uplift pressure is adopted for the dam section in the riverbed because it is greater than the
empirical uplift pressure. Based on similar considerations, the empirical uplift pressure is
adopted for the dam sections on both banks.

Based on the anomaly identification and analysis results of uplift pressure, the app-
plication method and software proposed in Chapter III are adopted. The measured uplift
pressure value is adopted in the middle dam section of the riverbed. Finally, the design
and measured value and distribution of uplift pressure in the dam foundation are shown
in Figure 11. Under the measured uplift pressure, the uplift pressure after the grouting
curtain is obviously increased. Thus, this application method can better reflect the spatial
distribution and abnormal position of uplift pressure.
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4.4. Structural Diagnosis of the Arch Dam under Abnormal Uplift Pressure

Generally, during the operation period, if the uplift pressure of this concrete arch dam
exceeds the experience expectation, the seepage control effect of the dam may be poor. This
reservoir is responsible for the water supply of nearby cities, and it can’t stop operation
wholly and immediately. Thus, it is necessary to clarify the safety state of this dam under
abnormal uplift pressure as soon as possible, as well as provide advice for the operation.
Applying the measured uplift, the stress and deformation of this arch dam are rechecked to
clarify the influence of the abnormal measured uplift pressure.

(1) Stress analysis of arch dam

The stress analysis of the concrete arch dam is analyzed under the unfavorable con-
dition of normal water level and temperature drop in this paper. The stress of dam and
foundation in the riverbed, under design and measured uplift pressure, is shown in Table 3.
The stress distribution is shown in Figure 12, in which the tensile stress is positive and
the compressive stress is negative. It can be seen from Table 3 and Figure 12 that the
stress changes are as follows: compared with the design uplift pressure, the maximum
tensile stress of the dam body decreased from 8.44 MPa to 8.37 MPa under the measured
uplift load, which appeared at the dam shoulder. The maximum compressive stress of the
dam body decreased from 9.10 MPa to 9.05 MPa, which appeared at the foundation in the
riverbed. Under the action of designed and measured uplift pressure, the stress distribution
regularity of the dam body is very similar.

Table 3. Stress under design and measured uplift pressure (Unit: MPa).

Major Principal Stress Minor Principal Stress
Dam Foundation in Riverbed Dam Foundation in Riverbed

Design uplift
pressure

Maximum 8.44 2.73 0.70 0.11
Minimum −1.51 −0.82 −9.10 −6.06

Measured uplift
pressure

Maximum 8.37 2.90 0.69 0.13
Minimum −1.50 −0.81 −9.05 −5.97
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The foundation in the riverbed is the most obviously affected structural part. Table 3
and Figure 13 present that the maximum tensile stress in the foundation of the riverbed
increased from 2.73 MPa to 2.90 MPa, which appeared upstream of the dam foundation.
The maximum compressive stress decreased from 6.06 MPa to 5.97 MPa, which appeared
on the downstream face of the dam foundation. Under the designed and measured uplift
pressure, the stress distribution regularity in the foundation of the riverbed is very similar,
and the stress range changes slightly. With the increase of uplift pressure, the stress values
in the foundation of the riverbed increase, which means the tensile stress increases, and the
compressive stress decreases.
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The abovementioned major and minor principal stress are too large due to the local
stress concentration phenomenon in FEM. The calculation results of FEM are usually con-
verted into equivalent stress as a criterion in engineering design. A group of elements of
the foundation surface of each dam section is selected to calculate equivalent stress in this
paper. The equivalent stress of upstream and downstream faces of the dam foundation
is shown in Figure 14. Under the design uplift pressure, the maximum equivalent tensile
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stress of the dam foundation is 1.07 MPa, which occurs at the dam shoulder. The max-
imum equivalent compressive stress is 3.04 MPa, which occurs at the foundation of the
riverbed. Under the measured uplift pressure, the maximum equivalent tensile stress of
dam foundation is 1.17 MPa, and the maximum equivalent compressive stress is 3.90 MPa,
in the same position. According to the Chinese design standard, with the corresponding
load and concrete type, the equivalent tensile stress should not be greater than 1.5 MPa,
and the equivalent compressive stress should not be greater than 5.71 MPa. Therefore, the
equivalent tensile and compressive stress of the concrete arch dam, under the measured
uplift pressure, still meets the standard requirements at present. With comparative design
and measured uplift pressure, the equivalent stress at the foundation surface changes most
obviously in the riverbed. Under the measured uplift pressure, the equivalent stress in the
riverbed shows the obvious abrupt change.
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Figure 14. Comparison of equivalent stress of dam foundation under design and measured uplift
pressure.

The research has also shown that the compressive stress, at the foundation of the
riverbed, decreases with the measured uplift pressure increases, which is not conducive to
the long-term safety and stability of the arch dam. At present, under the action of measured
uplift pressure, the equivalent tensile and compressive stress values of the concrete arch
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dam still meet the standard requirements, which indicates that the structural strength of
the concrete arch dam is relatively high.

(2) Deformation analysis of arch dam

The displacement of the concrete arch dam is analyzed under the same working
condition of the stress analysis. The displacement changes of the dam and the foundation
in the riverbed are shown in Table 4, of which distribution is shown in Figure 15. Upward
is positive for vertical displacement, the downstream is positive for displacement along
the river, and the left to the right bank is positive for transverse displacement. Table 4
and Figure 15 presents that: 1© Compared with the design uplift pressure, the vertical
settlement of the dam body is reduced from 1.13 cm to 1.12 cm under the measured uplift
pressure, appearing at 1/3 height of the dam crest. 2© The downstream displacement of
the dam body increased from 3.32 cm to 3.33 cm, appearing in the middle of the dam
crest. 3© The maximum transverse settlement of the dam body decreased from 1.10 cm
to 1.09 cm, appearing at a quarter arch. Transverse displacement from both banks to the
riverbed decreased. 4© Under the design and measured uplift pressure, the displacement
distribution regularity is highly similar.

Table 4. Displacement under design and measured uplift pressure (m).

Vertical Displacement Displacement along River Transverse Displacement

Dam Foundation
in Riverbed Dam Foundation

in Riverbed Dam Foundation
in Riverbed

Design uplift
pressure

Maximum 2.28 × 10−3 −1.27 × 10−4 3.32 × 10−2 3.38 × 10−3 1.10 × 10−2 7.33 × 10−4

Minimum −1.13 × 10−2 −3.89 × 10−3 −6.05 × 10−4 2.08 × 10−3 −6.17 × 10−3 −1.70 × 10−4

Measured uplift
pressure

Maximum 2.49 × 10−3 8.96 × 10−5 3.33 × 10−2 3.37 × 10−3 1.09 × 10−2 7.08 × 10−4

Minimum −1.12 × 10−2 −3.71 × 10−3 −5.96 × 10−4 2.05 × 10−3 −6.15 × 10−3 −1.82 × 10−4
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From Table 4 and Figure 16, we can see that: 1© compared with the design uplift pres-
sure, the vertical displacement of the dam body changes from 1.27 × 10−4 m downward
to 8.96 × 10−5 m upward under the measured uplift pressure, appearing in the upstream
surface; 2© the downstream displacement along the river decreased from 3.38 × 10−3 m
to 3.37 × 10−3 m, appearing in the middle of the foundation surface. 3© The maximum
transverse settlement of the dam body is from 7.33 × 10−4 m decreased to 7.08 × 10−4

m, appearing in the right bank and downstream side of the foundation. 4© With the
increase of uplift pressure, the foundation surface in the riverbed showed an upward
tendency in vertical displacement, upstream along the river, moving to the middle in trans-
verse displacement. 5© Under the design and measured uplift pressure, the displacement
distribution of the dam is similar.
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The displacement distribution under the measured uplift pressure conforms to the
general law, and the change of uplift pressure has little effect on the safety and stability of
the dam body. The FEM results show that the dam deformation is still relatively safe under
the abnormal uplift pressure.

According to the analysis of the structural behavior of the arch dam under the abnor-
mal uplift pressure, the stress and deformation of this concrete arch dam are still within the
allowable safety range of the concrete material. Meanwhile, the structural behavior of this
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dam meets expectations in a short time. However, the monitoring of the uplift pressure
should be strengthened, and attention should be paid to the development of abnormal
uplift pressure value and its scope. The operation should avoid the high water level as
much as possible and deal with the leakage of the dam foundation as soon as possible to
ensure the safety of the concrete arch dam.

5. Conclusions

Aiming at the abnormal uplift pressure of concrete dams, this essay has discussed the
anomaly identification, uplift pressure application method, structural numerical simulation,
and structural diagnosis of concrete dams around the data processing and analysis of
abnormal uplift pressure. This study has shown that:

(1) An intelligent anomaly identification model of uplift pressure, based on DBSCAN,
is constructed. Because the uplift pressure is closely related to the reservoir water
level, the DBSCAN can precisely identify the monitoring data clustering of the uplift
pressure in the normal and the abnormally stable state. Therefore, the Density-
based clustering methods, such as the DBSCAN, have good applicability for the
identification of abnormal uplift pressure data.

(2) There is still no unified understanding of applying the lifting pressure in the FEM, but
the analysis of the structural behavior of concrete dams is partially safe with the face
force application method. Then, a measured uplift pressure application method is
proposed to accurately reflect the spatial distribution and abnormal position of uplift
pressure. Meanwhile, self-written software is compiled, enabling users to complete
the uplift pressure application quickly.

(3) Comparing the structural behavior, under the designed and measured uplift pressure,
the influence extent and scope of abnormal uplift pressure on the concrete dam is
clear. For those reservoirs that cannot be stopped immediately and thoroughly, the
safety of concrete dams is evaluated accurately and reasonably using this method,
which is of great significance to ensure the project’s safety and maximize the social
benefits.

Taking a 100 m concrete arch dam in western China as an example, a series of studies
on the structural diagnosis of the concrete arch dam was carried out from the anomaly iden-
tification, cause analysis, FEM simulation, and influence analysis, verifying the feasibility of
the above analysis ideas and calculation methods. This study provides the comprehensive
assessment of dam safety under abnormal uplift pressure, which had important scientific
research and practical engineering significance for the safe operation of concrete structures.
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